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Ireland’s financial services sector is comprised of approximately 400 internationally and 
Irish owned cross-border financial services firms. 17 of the top 20 global banks, 11 of the 
top 15 global insurers and eight of the top ten global aviation lessors operate in Ireland. 

Financial services is one of Ireland’s most vibrant sectors, employing more than 100,000 people; of these 
40,000 are employed in the international financial services sector. 

Capital flows, the free movement of people and regulation have integrated the EU and UK financial services 
sectors, and Brexit presents challenges for Irish operations.

Since Britain and Ireland joined the European Union in 1973, businesses and individuals in both countries have 
grown accustomed to the benefits of single market membership. One significant advantage has been market 
access through the passporting regime. There are approximately 13,500 firms using passporting.

Passporting is the bedrock for the efficient provision of financial services across borders. Financial services 
companies currently passport within the EU under three main directives: Solvency II, MiFID and CRD IV. 

We are already seeing financial institutions begin to execute their Brexit transformation plans. Among the key 
drivers for transformation are factors such as:

•	 continued access to client bases in the EU and the UK
•	 cost reduction
•	 relocation to reduce Brexit risks

How PwC can help

Brexit is here, and you need to be prepared for the challenges ahead. PwC Ireland is ready to work with you, 
and has the solutions you need to Brexit-proof your business. 

We have been scenario planning for Brexit with industry experts, economists, clients and senior government 
officials. Our digital experts have developed useful tools, and we can provide tailored advice to help you 
mitigate risks and maximise opportunities. 

Please contact any of our Brexit taskforce experts, our dedicated FS experts or your usual PwC contact.

Some of the most critical issues for the FS sector, the impact they may have and some actions to 
mitigate them are captured overleaf.
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Access to clients
and markets

Financial integration between Ireland and the UK 
is under threat.
 
Asset Management: The UK has been the 
number one market for the sale of Irish-domiciled 
UCITs funds (1).  The UK market relies heavily on 
Irish domiciled products within the ETF space.  
 
Insurance: The cross border life insurance sector 
is three times the size of the Irish domestic 
market. Sales are predominantly to the UK and 
Italian markets (2).
 
Banking: A large number of Irish retail banks 
operate in the UK via a branch or cross-border 
passport. Credit extended by Irish retail banks to 
UK participants has grown in recent years (2).  

• Understand potential barriers and restrictions
to trading.  

 
 • Consider restructing options, such as:
      • MIFID licence versus ManCo with

extra permissions 
      • Branch versus subsidiary model
      • Transfer of assets versus new entity set-up.  
 
• Review your contracts. Will clients be able 

to do business with your existing UK / Ireland 
entity?   

 
• Draft your PRA letter outlining your Brexit

contingency plans by July 14th 2017 

Movement of 
people and 
access to talent 

To maintain market access, businesses are 
considering restructuring and relocation. A level 
of substance in the local market will be expected 
by regulators. This may give rise to recruitment 
and employee tax implications.     
 
Financial institutions which relocate in Ireland 
may look to hire locally. This may result in talent 
being lured away from existing firms with more 
attractive salaries and bonus packages.

• Evaluate your existing recruitment capabilities
and talent pools.    

• Assess the cost implications of enhancing your
recruitment and relocation programmes.  

• Learn more about programmes that can reduce
effective tax rates for employees, such as 
SARP.  

• Consider a policy of supporting residency
applications.  

Changing 
regulatory 
landscape

The harmonised regulatory framework that 
exists between the UK and the EU will cease 
to exist after March 2019. This will create many 
challenges.   
 
Regulatory drift
The UK’s regulatory environment will mirror the 
EUs on day one but regulatory drift is inevitable 
over the medium to long term.   
 
Higher costs of regulation
There will be increased costs associated with 
operating under both UK and EU regulatory 
frameworks.   

New Regulation
Companies may have problems interpreting the 
impact of new EU regulatory proposals, such 
as CRD V.  Such legislation may also affect a 
business’s structure.
 
Outsourcing
Activities previously outsourced to England, 
Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland may no 
longer be viable.

• Consider your optimal business structure given
the potential impact of new EU directives.

• Consider the business and regulatory
implications of outsourcing to the UK 
existing outside the EU regulatory net. This is 
particularly relevant for domestic banking and 
insurance institutions.
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Changing 
corporate 
structures

Existing corporate structures may no longer be fit 
for purpose. 

Many financial services firms operate in Ireland 
on a branch basis, or under passporting rights 
obtained through a UK based license (3).  Firms 
may no longer be able to use these routes to 
market. Some form of corporate restructuring 
may be necessary. 

• Firms operating in Ireland via passporting from
the UK or on a branch basis should consider 
obtaining an Irish license to continue to 
operate.   

 
• Firms should perform a detailed cost analysis of

any proposed restructuring. This should include: 
   •  Potential CGT tax implications on transfers
   •  VAT recoverability implications of revised

income flows 
   •  One-off costs including authorisation fees

and cost of legal/consulting advice
   •  Any ongoing costs including office rental

fees, director and other employee costs. 

Increased credit 
risk exposure  

Increased credit risks may arising where an 
entity’s clients have significant exposure to the 
UK market. 

Financial firms and their clients are likely to be 
effected by market volatility and other negative 
economic effects caused by Brexit.  

• Complete concentration risk assessments.  

• Revise your credit risk exposure charts.  

• Engage with important clients to understand
the extent of their UK exposure and assess 
their Brexit readiness plans.

(1) - http://www.irishfunds.ie/news-knowledge/news/irish-funds-brexit-update-october-2016

(2) - CBI, 2016 II, Macro-Financial Review (https://www.centralbank.ie/stability/Documents/MFR%202016%20II%20-%20final.pdf)

(3) - http://www.independent.ie/business/brexit/insurance-firms-may-be-forced-to-leave-the-irish-market-after-vote-34832010.html


